“… let us chart our lives so that what we do will:
(1) perform a needed service and make the world a better place in which to live;
(2) make ourselves, and also others, so far as we can, healthier and stronger physically;
(3) free ourselves, and others, as much as possible, from worry, care, and mental stress.”

— Roger Babson, “What Is Success?” (1923)
Welcome

to the ninety-fifth annual Commencement exercises at Babson College.
The College community is pleased and proud to share this memorable day with you.

Your enthusiastic support of each graduate is appreciated. As a courtesy to the graduates,
please reserve your applause until all candidates have received their diplomas.

Arrangements have been made for a professional photographer and a video crew to take
pictures of each degree candidate, and film the ceremony. This will eliminate the need
for guests to leave their seats to take photos during the ceremony. Proofs will be available
through Grad Images at 1-800-424-3686 or www.gradimages.com,
and GradMemory at 1-866-977-4723 or www.gradmemory.com.

At the conclusion of the Commencement exercises, please join us
for a light reception in the Reynolds Campus Center.
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Join us on Twitter and Instagram using #Babson2014
THE BABSON COLLEGE HONORARY DEGREE

An honorary degree is the highest accolade a college or university can bestow and usually is awarded during the Commencement ceremony. Babson College has given honorary degrees since presenting a doctor of laws degree in 1959 to Ewan Clague, commissioner for the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. While the award specifics are unique to each person, a common trait of all recipients is their commitment to service in its broadest sense. Most honored by the College have distinguished themselves as entrepreneurs and executives; however, Babson College also has honored a variety of prominent individuals from various backgrounds, including Generals James Gavin and George H. Akin; Senators Leverett Saltonstall, Edward M. Kennedy, and John F. Kerry; Governor William F. Weld; journalist Robert L. Bartley; scholars Alfred D. Chandler Jr. and Leonard Woodcock; music directors Sarah Caldwell and Arthur Fiedler; basketball legend KC Jones; digital media pioneers Reid Hoffman and Biz Stone; former faculty members Clint Peterson and Peter Black; former Babson presidents and trustees; and, most notably, our own distinguished alumni.

Roger W. Babson, founder of Babson College, said, “I have always tried to visualize a world of change rather than a world at rest.” Babson College celebrates these men and women for the changes their service has brought.
TORY BURCH

CEO and Designer of Tory Burch

Tory Burch is an American lifestyle brand that embodies the personal style and sensibility of its CEO and designer, Tory Burch. The collection, known for color, print, and eclectic details, includes ready-to-wear clothing, shoes, handbags, accessories, and beauty. Art, music, travel, interiors, and the designer’s stylish parents are inspirations for the collection.

The company launched in 2004 with a small boutique in Manhattan’s Nolita neighborhood. The brand’s classic but bohemian aesthetic resonated with tastemakers from the very beginning.

Tory Burch is a global business with more than 120 freestanding boutiques and a presence in more than 3,000 department and specialty stores. Toryburch.com, which launched in 2004, is the company’s biggest store and also is home to The Tory Blog, an online magazine with all-original content. Known for digital innovation, the company also has websites in Europe and Asia; a Webby-nominated app, Tory Daily; and a robust social media presence.

Since its launch, Tory Burch has entered into new categories: with eyewear in partnership with Luxottica in 2009; fragrance and beauty with Estée Lauder in 2013; and timepieces with Fossil coming in 2014.

The brand has been recognized by the fashion industry with several awards, including: the CFDA for Accessory Designer of the Year; Accessory Brand Launch of the Year from Accessories Council of Excellence; and Rising Star award from Fashion Group International. Burch was named one of Forbes’s Most Powerful Women in the World.

Social responsibility is an integral part of the company. In 2009, the Tory Burch Foundation was launched to support the economic empowerment of women entrepreneurs and their families in the United States. Through loans, mentorship, and entrepreneurial education, the foundation invests in the success and sustainability of women-owned small businesses.
Leonard A. Schlesinger returned to the Harvard Business School as a Baker Foundation Professor of Business Administration in July 2013 after concluding a five-year term as the 12th president of Babson College. At Babson, he successfully managed the challenges of improving academic, reputational, and financial outcomes for a uniquely positioned college. The College simultaneously has been ranked as the No. 1 institution for entrepreneurship for both its Undergraduate and Graduate programs by both Bloomberg Businessweek and U.S. News & World Report for the entire history of their reporting, i.e. 21 years at the Graduate level for U.S. News, for example.

Prior to Babson, Schlesinger was at Limited Brands, now known as L Brand, based in Columbus, Ohio, where he served in executive positions from 1999–2007, most recently as vice chairman and chief operating officer. From 1985–1988, he was executive vice president and chief operating officer at Au Bon Pain.

His earlier academic career includes 20 years at Harvard Business School, where he served as the George Fisher Baker Jr. Professor of Business Administration, leading MBA and executive education programs. Courses he taught included organizational behavior, human resource management, general management, and service management. Schlesinger is well-known for his pioneering research and publications on the Service Profit Chain. He also was architect and chair of Harvard Business School’s MBA Essential Skills and Foundations programs. After his tenure on the Harvard Business School faculty, he served as a professor of sociology and public policy and senior vice president and counselor to the president at Brown University from 1998–1999.

Schlesinger has lectured and consulted on service quality, customer satisfaction, entrepreneurship, and organizational change for more than 200 major corporations, nonprofit organizations, governments, and international leadership organizations around the world. He was an active leader in the design and development of the Work-Out! initiative at General Electric and the Reinventing Government process for the U.S. Department of Labor.

His writings on entrepreneurship, service management, and organizational management have been widely published. He is the author or co-author of 11 books, including Just Start: Take action, Embrace uncertainty, Create the future (Harvard Business School Press, 2012), Action Trumps Everything (Black Ink Press, 2010), The Value Profit Chain (Free Press, 2003), The Service Profit Chain (Free Press, 1997) and The Real Heroes of Business . . . and Not a CEO among Them (Doubleday Currency, 1994), and has written numerous articles for academic audiences as well as for The New York Times, Fast Company, and Harvard Business Review. He has served on the editorial boards of five major academic journals and has published numerous management case studies that have sold well over one million copies. He also has completed three video series on service management.

Schlesinger currently serves as vice chairman of the board of the Network for Teaching Entrepreneurship (NFTE), a director of Viewpost, LLC, a member of the Corporation of the Winsor School, and is a member of the President’s Council of the Franklin W. Olin College of Engineering. He also serves as an advisory council member of Goldman Sachs’ 10,000 Small Businesses Initiative, and as a member of both the Council on Competitiveness and the Council on Foreign Relations. His work in corporate governance spans a broad range of privately held, public, and not-for-profit organizations.

Schlesinger earned his Doctor of Business Administration from Harvard Business School, his MBA from Columbia University, and his Bachelor of Arts in American civilization from Brown University. His wife, Phyllis, is a longtime member of the Babson College faculty, specializing in organizational behavior with a prior faculty appointment at The Ohio State University’s Fisher School of Business. They have three grown daughters.
Kwaku Piasa Abankroh
Alan Abed Ruiz
Julian Addy
Anna Louise Agerup
Zoya Ahmad
** Sewoong Ahn
* Katerina Akrivellis
Naz Alatli
Cristina Alcocer Vidales
Eka Saputra Alim
** Dalal Mubarak Aljassim
*** Omar Almajali
** Marissa A. Almeida
Majed Ammar Alnahwi
Eric Jon Anderson
Shayne Patrick Anderson
Meghan Elizabeth Andrew
Joyce Z. Ang
** Kennie Angesty
* Andrew Francis Arce
Eduardo A. Arechabala
* Masvincent Putra Argadjendra
Jaime Andrés Arimany
Ferran Aramis Arimon
Sanjana Sanjay Arora ^
* Vidur Ramon Arora
Easan Sean Arulanantham ^
** Edric Aryago
Nancy Avila
Ricardo Azcárraga
* Alexandra Elizabeth Baechle
Julie Rebecca Baharestani
Shiv Singh Bakshi
Alexandra Cathrynn Banu
Natalie Barba
** Ashley C. Barrar
** Bradley Louis Barreto
Natasha Barrientos
Zak Aloysius Gar Yung Barry
* Eni Bashllari
* Mauricio Bastos Moreira
Karan Bathija
** Natalia Bautista
Omar Bayat
** Michelle A. Beatty
Federico Javier Benavides Tostado
** Kelly Bencheghib *
Joshua Taylor Bennett
** Bradley H. Bero
Connor James Berto
Brian Gerard Besinger
* Rashil Devang Bhansali
Daine Patrick Biluk
** Ayush Kailash Biyani ♠
Mackenzi Lee Blais
Shawn Blake
Andrea Blau
* Christopher Allen Boe
Mehmet Zeki Bogut
* Gerardo Andres Bonilla
* Richard J. Bonito
Michael Paul Bortolotti ♠
** Juliette Ida Bouissou
Connor Michael Boyen
Rodrigo Bogoricin Braga
Isaac Samuel Breen-Franklin
Alexander Robert Brewster
Kelsey Sarah Bronski
** Derek Michael Brown
John Bummara III
William Harrison Bunker
** Lyudmila Burdan
** Maurice Olivier Burger
* Samuel Emmett Byrne
Alexandra Marie Cabreros
Thomas Michael Callahan
Christopher Ralph Camasta
Robert Daniel Camley
Celeste Campbell
Hugo Danilo Campos
* John Stephen Capecelatro Jr.
Javier Carabias García-Quirós ♠
Jorge Carabias García-Quirós
** Alyssa Marie Carelli
* Elaine Marie Carlson
** Matthew William Caron
** Nicole Katie Cartier
Marivioli Casellas
Megan Chloe Castellar
** Felix Christopher Castillo
Gloria Andrea Castro
Nicolo Catto ♠
Henry Certain Dangond
Christina Ann Cervini
Eun Grace Cha
Isabella Chacin Antoni
* Jillian Danielle Chaffee
Sofia Alejandra Chahin Mena
Russell Clark Chamberlin II
** Tiffany Ka Ki Chan
** Madhumita Chandrashekhar
Paulbrian Lynch Charbonneau
Chloe Charlier
Pranav Chaudhry
Yin Chen
** Stanley Irving Cheng
* Michelle Garmen Chin
   Michelle Mei Chin
   Natasha Chitkara
* Hyo Jong Cho
   Sung Min Cho
   Audrey Choi
   Kenny Ilpoom Chong
   Thippawan Chotipatoomwan
** Amanda Marria Cioffi
   Maximilien Bezamat Cohen
   Brendan Michael Collins
* Lauren Elizabeth Confort
   Alexander Louis Constantin
   Alexandra Cortés Ariza
*** Rodrigo Torreão Costa
   Mirella Van Hoegaarden Crespi
   Hubert Cromback
   Mikaela Marie Cucullo
** Krisandra Bianca Castisimo Cuenta *
** Natalie Ellen Cullings
   Alessandro Roberto Dal Canto
** Timothy Nicholas Dale
   Bianca D’Alessio
   Kristen R. Daley
   Dianne C. Dalzell
   Joshua Samuel Danesh
* Andrew Daniel Darling
   Adam Gilson Daroff
** Rahul Lovine Daryanani *
   Evan Joseph DeBiase
* Alexander Raymond Deeb
   René Del Castillo Aceves
   Melanie Elizabeth Delaney
* Brian Paul de Leon
   Demetri Adam Demascus
   Mehmet Emir Dereli
   Rishabh Kushal Desai
   Sanam Kaur Dhanoa
** Rishikes Dhoot
   Michelle Merlyn Djohan
** Kristen Louise Dombrowski
   Vincent Ray Dominguez
   Mariana Dorronsoro
   Anushka Chetan Doshi ^
   Poonam Doshi
   Thomas Patrick Drummy
   Alejandro Dubovoy
** Ryan Patrick Duff
   Amy Elizabeth Dwarnick
   Thomas Martins Elbling
** Anthony Albert Elian
* Luiz Eduardo Engel Secco
   Emma Kate Engelsman ^
   Nicholas Michael Espinosa
   Jason Eli Elian Farahnik
   Cesar Faucheur ^
   Gerrott Lucys Faulkingham
* Cristina Raquel Fernandez
   Robert A. Fields
   Michael Sebastian Fisher
** Michael Francis Flaherty IV
   Daniel John Fleming
   Kayla Elizabeth Florence
   Karla P. Flores Fernández
   Andrew Boyhan Flynn
   Joseph J. Franco ^
   Ryota Fuchino
   Matthew Christopher Furey
   Gabriella Giselle Gadson
* Iñigo Galaz Cancio
   Jose Miguel Galvez Close
   Giovanni S. V. Gancia
   Tara Catherine Gangi
   Dezurey Garcia
   Juan Carlos Gautreau Bonetti
   George Genco

** Andrew Charles Gendron
   Rohan Sunder Genomal
   Shivangini Ghosh
** Sagiri S. Gidwani
** Kyle J. Gietzen
   Christian Domina Gordon
* Alexandra Cathryn Goulet
   Christopher Richard Graves
   Joni-Lee Ashli Green
   Kaitlyn Luisa Greene
* Matthew Robert Grenier
   Jacob Carlton Grover ^
   Ouwen Gu
   Alexandra Guerra
   Jhonatan Guerra
   Patrick Leonard Guerriero
   Joseph Andrew Guggenheim ^
* Kathryn Frances Guido
   Ana Maria Guillon
   Sijia Guo
   Mari Kalfayan Hackett
   Lila Claire Haffey
*** William Bruce Hallock *
   Aya Hamdan
   Ashley Elizabeth Hamilton
   Calvin D. Han
Deniz Hanif
Alan Harvey Rianhard
Gary James Haseley Jr.
Ryan Blair Heavey
** Angelina Greace Hendri
Sarah Grace Hickey
** Ashley Ann Hoffstetter *
* Young Joon Charles Hong
* Kelly Renee Hoover
** Guy Robert Horgan
* Macy Joan Horton
Manuel Hoyer ^
Stephen A. Hozan
** Yizhen Hu *
Andrew James Huang
Jing Feng Huang
Kathryn Elizabeth Hughes
* Dongwooo Chris Hyun
Ashley Bee Inman
Aaron Joseph Irmas
Kevin Israel
Ayokunle Kelechi Iwuagwu
Shweta Shankar Iyer
Steven William Jacobi
* Meher Jadhwani
Vandana Mahesh Jagwani
*** Sagar Dilipkumar Jain *
Ryan Fong Jaya
Jae Won Jeong ^
Craig Joseph Jerabeck II
Sully Amera Jereidini
* Nevin Jethmalani
Nishant Abhi Jhaveri
Apurv Jhawar
Shivika Jhunjhnuwala
Gary Jiang
Rahdika Jindal
Pavadee Jitngamplang
Arwa Mustafa Jivanjee
Amanda Marie Johnson
So Yoon Jun ^
Alexia Kallianiotes
Veena Jamno Perumal Kalwani
Rachel Loc Sze Kam
*** Melissa Beth Kandrach *
** Byung Moon Kang
* Priya Chimanlal Kanjia
** Tavishi Kanoria
** Siddharth Puneet Kapur *
Katherine Lynn Kasper
* Christos Katsouris
Marissa Anne Kelly
Amir Alexander Ketabi
* Marzan Ansar Khan
* Nabeel Ahmad Khan
Shahjahan Ali Khan
Yajush Khanna
Aaqib Sultan Khwaja
Samantha Clare Kiley
* Haneul Kim
Joon Kim
** Paul Woo Hak Kim
Jennifer Frances King
Kelly A. King
** Jackson Lewis Klein
* Alan William Klipper
Henry Kochhar
* Shawn Jia-Huerh Koid
* Nathan Joseph Kolman
Sophie Komornicki
* Priyanka M. Kothari
* Rishabh Kothari
Kristian Kotov
Robert Benjamin Kotzen
* Eugenio Kovacs Morayta
** Felix C. Advocaat Kraft
Vyacheslav D. Kraplin
Matthew Krasnerman
Benjamin Kravitz
*** Susanna Eastman Root Kroll
Margaux Krzentowski
Angelina April Kumala
* Puneeth Basavapatna Kumar
Apinat Kuntanarumitkul
Aydarbek Kurbansho
* Nemish Mukesh Kuvadia
Kyeong Tae Kwon
Jack Albert Laboz
Jack Jason Laboz ^
Jaclyn Eve LaCavalla
*** Virginia LaFauci
Eduardo Laiter
Sean Patrick Lanahan
** Apple Sau Nga Lau
María Andrea Leal Sagrera
Julian LeCraw III
Cheol Joo Lee
** Thana Lee Chunsong
*** Hyun Jun John Lee
Irine Lee
** Michael M. Lee
Patrick Anthony Lee Jr. ^
Sae Young Lee
Seung Soo Lee
Tyler Christopher Leonard
** Michèle Lessard
Nicole Marinho Daudt Vieira Letti
** Christian James Lewis
Taylor Andrew Lewis
Wingkai Li
Michael Thomas Liachowitz
* Gwan Lim
* Yi-Hsuan Lin
** Kevin Liu
Tina Liu
** Brittany Ann Lo
Ryan Lobo
* Morgan Alexandra Lockwood
Trevor Allen Longchamps
** Gian Luigi Longinotti-Buitoni
Christian Paul Lopez
** Peder L’orange
Daniel Loria Lora
* Joanne Louis
Tyler Lidong Lu
* Andrew David Luce
Dax Luksic Lederer
Taylor James Lynn
Kyle Broholm Lyon
Robert H. MacCune
*** Anil Edward Maharjan
Brittany Mahboobani
Anna R. Majors
Sahar Malik ^
Katerina Athena Mallios
Christopher Reid Mangan
Suraj Salil Manilal
Saralyn Marie Marquis
** Matthew Alexander Marrazzo
Ashley Raj Martin
Carley Ann Martyniak
** Arbër Mavraj *
Alexandria Diana McBean
*** Lundun Davidson McCall-Mazza *
Dakota James McKenzie
* Mitchell Thomas McKinnon
Patricia Rose McQuade
Michael John McStravock
Kairavi Mehta ^
** Rishab Sumer Mehta
Rushabh Ashish Mehta
Zachary Dylan Messinger
* Izer Mesulam
Brendan Gollan Metcalfe
Monika Michalczewska
Henry Conner Milford
George Nairn Miller

*** Rebekah Ann Miller

** Jessica Yael Millman

* Stephanie Ann Millner

** Christopher Paulucci Minor *

Christina Miquel

** Tetsuro Miyatake

* Er Zhan Mo

Nathan Moghavem

Mariana Moreno Torres

* Grace Lynn Morton

Yancy Antonio Mosley II

** James Paul Motsinger

Eric K. Muli

Colleen Jude Mulligan

Rohit Mundra

Ivan Munoz

*** Andrea Michelle Murray

*** Vickrum Ravi Nabar

* Betty Nakato

*** Salisa Naphorthorn

David Naranjo Balavoine

Salvador Neme

Jiayu Ni

Steve Sang Hyun Noh

Justin Timothy Nolan Jr.

Caitlin Anne O’Connell

Connor William O’Farrell

Alex Ohnnona

A. Sinan Oktay

Jaymes Patrick O’Laughlin

Daquan Jamein Oliver

** Dean Anthony Oliver

Matthew Kennedy O’Neill

** Ivan Christian Ongkowibowo

Erik Shun-Yao Ooi

* Chelsea Nicole Owyeung *

* Mustafa Yusuf Özkanı

Muhittin Emir Ozturk

Alexander Michael Packer

Eduardo Rafael Padial Alvarez

Matthew D. Palazini

Mauricio José Palazzi

* Nicole Ashley Palmer

*** Chia Chou Pan *

*** Dana Lynn Pansen *

Amanda Jane Paquet

** Shannon Alyse Paquette *

Tushar Parbhù ^

Manuel Paredes ^

Minjae Park ^

* Yeawon Park
* Benjamin Paul Pasquariello
** Ackta A. Patel
* Ronak Mahendar Patel
Stefani De Aquino Paulinelli
* Paula Emmanuelle Payumo
Salvatore Albert Morgan Percival
Florenza X. Phung
*** Madeline Sara Andrews Pickering
*** Benjamin Lee Pierce *
Samantha Ann Pilavin
Samantha Marie Pilkington
* Emma Sun Min Poalillo
** Julia Ann Pochini
* Sean Michael Prentis
Kasey Elizabeth Preston
Zachary Elijah Price
** Yamini Punukollu
Enio Qirko
Gabriela Alene Quarantiello
Roberto Andres Quintanal
** Fabio Rabinovich
*** Ideen Rahvar
* Tifani Ramic
** Sunitha Rao *
** Jamie Lee Rappoport
** Imran Ahmed Rashid

Haseeb Faysal Rasoul
Max Eric Ravech
*** Abdullah Talal Razooqi
Jonathan David Remillard
Kungphyo Rhee
* Nicholas Ribeiro Horner Hoe
Derek Stephen Richards
** Ngoc Bich Richardson
Martha Abilene Rios
* John Paul Rioux Jr.
* Maxwell Adelmo Rispoli
Daniel Fredrick Rivellini
Josefa Riveros
** Aaron John Kertesz Rocha
Katherine Nicole Rodenhiser
Beverly Rogan ^
Dylan Patrick Rogers
Nicole Kathrine Roscigno
Brett Scott Rosen
** Kenneth Donald Thomas Ross
Joseph Roth
Ana Maria Rovirosa
Mathew Gregory Royce
** Elena Ruan
** Tess Catherine Rubega
Lilian Veronica Ruiz
** Kathryn Michelle Ruprecht *
  Colin James Russell
  Bryan Thomas Rust
* Varun Sachdeva
* Shanti Sadhwani Jhangimal
  Annie Andrea Salem
* Venezia Lucia Salicetti
  Sanjana Sanghi
  Melissa Santana
** Antoinette W. Santos
  Felipe Santos
  Alexandra Vesselínova Sarafova
* Ana Saravia Minondo
  Alberto Sarfatty
  Jacobo Sasson
  Arjun Sawhney
  Kapil Sawilani
  Chelsea Morgan Scanlin
  Scott Adam Schachter
  Jacqueline Conner Scott
  Malik Sefrioui
* Stephen David Seibel
  Jordan Hamilton Sellers
  Albert Joowon Seo
  Albert David Shalom
  Joseph D. Shalom
Aaron Joseph Shapiro
** Nina Shapiro
  Atiya Sharmin
  Alexander Bruce Shearer ^
  Shehryar Omar Sheikh
* Cheng-Yuan Shen
** Leen Nezar Sheraiff
* Seung Hwan Shin
  Itsuka Shiotani
** Anjeza Shkoza
  Christa Lynn Shorette
  Alissa H. Shulman ^
  Mohit Sibal
  Brandon Noel Sicard
** Patricia Simán
  * Benjamin Aubin Simon
  Benjamin Theodore Simon
  Harnaresh Singh
* Alexander Jay Skains
*** Niklas Smith Skattum
  * Imani Joyace Smith
  Kaitlyn Marissa Smith
** Lauren Margaret Snyder
  Hanson Pitipong So
  Sun Chi Wei Solomon
  Kyung Won Kevin Bob Son
Christina Nicole Soras
Alexandra M. Soto Jiménez
* Juan Domingo Soto Noriega
Renzo Sousa
* Wevertton Marques Andrade Souza
Cameron Michael Spofford
** Santi Srichawla
Troy Stetson Starrett
*** Nanya Stattin
Samantha Seabury Steer
James Thomas Stento III
* Kevin Christopher Stern
*** Robert Douglas Stockbridge
*** Jeffrey Barrett Stout
** Joshua Mitchell Street
Liam Terrance Sullivan
Christina Suzanne Symanski
* Andrea Tabares
Mirela Tadic
Madison Jacob Tarter
** Eric Tedja
** Catherine Temkin
* Johann Christoph Tenório
Becker von Sothen
* Alexa Victoria Theoharides
Jonathan Theriault
* Abby Leigh Thorsgaard
Trevor Jakob Tierney
** Iryna Tkachuk
Manuel Renzo Tomita
** Philippe Topdjian
Elizabeth Mary Trainor
David Troyce
** David F. Tully Jr.
Fadi Turjman
* Michelle I. Tuzman
Madison Nicole Twersky
Alexander James Tynell
Mehmet Ugurluoglu
Lawrence Uhm
Frasher A. Ulaj
Chiraag Vinod Uttamchandani
*** Matthew Peter Vacaro
Kiana Moeen Vaziri
Dillon James Ventura
Thapasya Vijayaraghavan
Fernando Villegas
Jennifer Paige Vittori
** Philip von Koss
** Iacopo von Wunster
Vipada Vongsiridej
* Milan Indrajit Vyas
Karan Ashok Wadhwa
Bradford Chaplin Walker

** Nitiya Walker

** Timothy James Waltman
Rui Wang
Dell David Warren III

*** William Thomas Weimar *
*** Sarah Ann Whitaker *
*** Derek Nelson White
Kent Nuri Wiederecht

*** Robert Ryan Williams

*** Sara Elizabeth Wojda *
Nathan Zachary Wolsky
Christa Hung Ue Wong
Dennis Robert Wong

*** Sean C. Wright

* Benjamin Phenix Yeransian

*** Lily Yie
Sarah Ann Yim
Joy Yu
Manjia Yu
Joseph P. Zavertnik
Shirley Zhao
Adam Zhen Zhou

*** Sue Ellen Zimmermann Berbey

* Daniel Joseph Zukas

Bachelor of Science
Awarded Posthumously

Richard Chandiramani

*** Summa Cum Laude

** Magna Cum Laude

* Cum Laude

* Honors Program

^ August 2014 Bachelor of Science Degree Candidate
ROGER W. BABSON AWARD
William Bruce Hallock

GLOBAL STUDENT LEADERSHIP AWARD
Arbër Mavraj

CAROLL W. FORD SCHOLARSHIP
Derek Nelson White

HISTORY AND SOCIETY AWARD
Betty Nakato

GEORGE MACY WHEELER AWARD
Samantha Seabury Steer

INFORMATION SYSTEMS AWARD
Kevin Liu

MICHAEL J. CONLON SENIOR SPIRIT AWARD
Julian Addy

LAW AWARD
Derek Nelson White

CLINTON A. PETERSEN ACCOUNTING AWARD
Derek Nelson White

NEWTON NATURAL SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY AWARD
Shannon Alyse Paquette

ARTS AND HUMANITIES AWARD
Derek Michael Brown

RUDOLPH A. JOHNSON AWARD
Adam Zhen Zhou

CREATIVE ARTS AWARD
Susanna Eastman Root Kroll

WALL STREET JOURNAL AWARD
William Thomas Weimar

BERTRAND R. CANFIELD AWARD
Guy Robert Horgan

WALLACE P. MORS AWARD
Joshua Mitchell Street

EARL K. BOWEN AWARD
Sean C. Wright

STUDENT ATHLETE OF THE CLASS
William Thomas Weimar

ECONOMICS ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
Sara Elizabeth Wojda

FEMALE ATHLETE OF THE CLASS
Morgan Alexandra Lockwood

OUTSTANDING STUDENT IN ENTREPRENEURIAL STUDIES AWARD
Rodrigo Torreão Costa

MALE ATHLETE OF THE CLASS
Salvatore Albert Morgan Percival

ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY AWARD
Macy Joan Horton
DR. NORM GOVONI SCHOLAR ATHLETE
OF THE CLASS
Michelle A. Beatty
Matthew Robert Grenier

NATALIE TAYLOR SCHOLARS
Julian Addy
Joyce Z. Ang
Zak Aloysius Gar Yung Barry
Michelle Mei Chin
Amanda Marria Cioffi
Gabriella Giselle Gadson
Eric K. Muli
Benjamin Lee Pierce
Tess Catherine Rubega
Imani Joyace Smith

STUDENT CONTRIBUTION AWARDS
Julian Addy
Joshua Taylor Bennett
Nicole Katie Cartier
Kristen Louise Dombrowski
Marzan Ansar Khan
Jennifer Frances King
Morgan Alexandra Lockwood
Andrea Michelle Murray
Chia Chou Pan
Madeline Sara Andrews Pickering
Benjamin Lee Pierce
Elena Ruan
Sarah Ann Whitaker

STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION
EXECUTIVE BOARD
Joanne Louis
Chia Chou Pan
Nitiya Walker

DEAN’S LEADERSHIP AND
ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS
Kristen Louise Dombrowski
William Bruce Hallock
Susanna Eastman Root Kroll
Christian James Lewis
Anil Edward Maharjan
Arbër Mavraj
Andrea Michelle Murray
Madeline Sara Andrews Pickering
Benjamin Lee Pierce
Emma Sun Min Poalillo
Tess Catherine Rubega
Imani Joyace Smith
Robert Douglas Stockbridge
Sarah Ann Whitaker
Derek Nelson White

HONOR BOARD
Christopher Allen Boe
Nicole Katie Cartier
Amy Elizabeth Dwarnick
Jessica Yael Millman
Robert Douglas Stockbridge

RESIDENT ASSISTANTS
Shawn Blake
Juliette Ida Bouïssou
Isaac Samuel Breen-Franklin
Derek Michael Brown
Alyssa Marie Carelli
Nicole Katie Cartier
William Bruce Hallock
Mitchell Thomas McKinnon
Dean Anthony Oliver
Benjamin Lee Pierce
Ideen Rahvar
Antoinette W. Santos
Alexandra Vesselinova Sarafova
Samantha Seabury Steer
Robert Douglas Stockbridge
Philippe Topdjian
Shirley Zhao

**STEERING COMMITTEE**
Shahjahan Ali Khan
Brittany Ann Lo
Jamie Lee Rappoport

**RETIRING FACULTY**
Stephen A. Allen  
*Professor, Management*
Lawrence P. Carr  
*Professor, Accounting*
William L. Casey Jr.  
*Professor, Economics*
Norman P. Govoni  
*Professor, Marketing*
H. David Hennessey  
*Professor, Marketing*
Robert J. Kopp*  
*Associate Professor, Marketing*
Ivor P. Morgan  
*Associate Professor, Management*

Stephen A. Shapiro  
*Lecturer, Marketing*

*Retiring December 2014

**PLATFORM PARTY MARSHAL**
Carolyn Hotchkiss

**GOVERNANCE MARSHALS**
Richard J. Snyder Esq.  
’60, H’94, P’93 ’01
Amanda G. Strong ’87

**STAGE MARSHALS**
Betsy Newman ’97
Erik Noyes

**HONORS MARSHALS**
Rob Major
Amir Reza

**COORDINATOR OF STAGE LINES**
Ashly Siteman

**STUDENT MARSHALS**
Matt Allen
Jeannette Angles
Jim Berrigan
Allan Cohen
William Coyle
Dawna Dewire
Jennifer Ellis
Steve Eriksen
Kathy Esper M’01
Kristen Fischer
Katrina Fludd ’08, M’10
Kristy Glidden
Stephanie Hamel ’03, M’09
Diana Mayer
Michelle McCormack
Kevin Mulcahy
Tracee Petrillo M’00
Tracey Reza
Cheryl Robock
Candace Thomas
Lisa Thomas
Tony Wain
Peter Wilson
Sharon Yardley

COMMENCEMENT PROGRAMMING COMMITTEE
Lola Norman-Salako ’99
Lisa Alvezi
Beth Bristol M’06
Kate Buckman
Alisha Cahue
Anne Heller ’70
Carolyn Hotchkiss
Linda E. Kean M’00
Tracee Petrillo M’00
Ashly Siteman
Samantha Stanley

COMMENCEMENT LOGISTICS COMMITTEE
Jon Anderson
Joe Corbett
Judy Curley
Andrew Dutton
John Florendo
Emily Groccia

David Hawes
Linda E. Kean M’00
Gregory Kelley
Peter Latvis
Romeo Lopez
Ian MacLeod
Steve Marchand M’01
Jim McLaughlin
Lola Norman-Salako ’99
Bill O’Donnell
Stan Park
Keri Pereira
Jim Pollard
Lisa Robinson ’96
Erik Shaw
Terry Sullivan
Sandy Sweetman
Steve Tolley
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Michael J. Angelakis '86
The Honorable Craig R. Benson '77, H'03
Ettore V. Biagioni '80
Marla M. Capozzi M'96
Paul W. Chisholm M'82
Theodore A. Clark M'94
Ann-Marie Sweeney Copland '86
Timothy A. DeMello '81
Deborah L. DeSantis '85
Gary T. DiCamillo
Craig M. Donaldson '88
Frank M. Fischer P'06
Marco Gargurevich M'01
Thomas F. Gilbane Jr. '70
Leonard C. Green
Muhammad H. Habib '81, P'09
Kerry Healey
Bruce T. Herring '87
Eric G. Johnson '72, P'08
Fred S.C. Kiang '70, M'75
Carleton F. Kilmer M'69, P'09
Carmella R. Kletjian
David F. Lamere '82
Louis J. Lavigne Jr. '69, P'92
Michael S. Lorber '01
David L. Lucchino
Carlos J. Mattos M'76
Richard K. Miller P'02
Gordon D. Prichett
Richard A. Renwick '79
Kenneth G. Romanzi '82
Amanda G. Strong '87
Martha D. Vorlick '81
Robert E. Weissman '64, H'94, P'87 '90
Joseph L. Winn M'74
Gary L. Zwerling P'06

FORMER PRESIDENTS
Brian M. Barefoot '66, H'09, P'01
William R. Dill H'91
William F. Glavin H'99
Leo I. Higdon Jr. H'07
Leonard A. Schlesinger H'14
Ralph Z. Sorenson H'85

TRUSTEES EMERITI
John M. Daigle '54, H'84, P'82
Andronico C. Luksic Jr. '76, H'04, P'04 '06 '11 '14
William F. Markey Jr. M'64, H'09
Richard J. Snyder Esq. '60, H'94, P'93 '01
Thomas T. Stallkamp
Ronald Weiner '66

BOARD OF OVERSEERS
Peter A. Bailey M'83
Linda Bourn M'11
John J. Burns P'10 '12
Daniel S. Calista '96
Gillian Newton Callaghan '85
Vicente Carvajal '91
Myron Cohn '60
Adam J. Collins '94
Stephen P. Connelly '82
Matthew D. Consigli M'08
Ann-Marie Sweeney Copland '86
Paul J. Cunningham Jr. '84
Stephen D. Cutler M'61
Lupo M. del Bono '79, P'09
Richard R. Dubois '82
Arthur X. Duffy '90
Bruce H. Freedman '70
Steven A. Gaklis M'97
Daniel L. Gay M'09
Brett A. Gordon M'98
I. Bradley Hoffman '82
Robert E. Kelly Jr. '81
Willy S.M. Lin '81, P'10 '13
Andrew T.S. Lo '83, M'84
Timothy G. Marken '81
Stephen Martiros '83, M'85
Jeffrey J. McLane '96
Christopher C. McMahon '83
Rena P. Mirkin
Kevin F. Moran M'85
Gregory G. O'Brien M'83, P'07 '11
Ted E. Orenstein '94
Joseph G. Parham Jr. '72, M'75
Kevin C. Phelan
Jason A. Reuben '07
David W. Sargent '82, P'12
Sylvia Shepard M'09
James W. Taylor '86
Lisa Spadafora Thompson M'96
Davide D. Visco '95
Amy Reich Weil '87
John D. White Jr. '81

Ricardo Campollo P'13
Cyril C. Camus '91
Vicente Carvajal '91
Said S. Darwazah P'15
Rogelio de Los Santos Calderon
Lupo M. del Bono '79, P'09
Moulay Hafid Elalamy P'15
Mariana Salazar Fernandez '83
Carlos Fernandez Gallardo P'15
Susana Gallardo P'13
Paul S. Gass '59
Muhammad H. Habib '81, P'09
Alvaro J. Heilbron P'17
James J.K. Hung M'71, P'99 '01
Massimo Iacono '83, P'15
Vivek Jain M'83, P'07
Prashant Jhawar P'14
Surya K. Jhunjhnuwala P'09 '11 '14
Karlheinz M. Kaiser '82, M'84
Raymond Kassin '84
Fred S.C. Kiang '70, M'75
Gudmundur Kjaernested '91
Markus T. Krautli '81, P'12
Pimjai Laochinda P'13
Willy S.M. Lin '81, P'10 '13
Narender Manoj Madnani '91
Umer Mansha '95
Pedro Martin P'17
Richard A. Maser Jr. '89
Ricardo Antonio Pellerano P'06
Elizabeth P. Powell M'76, P'01
Gabriel R. Safdie M'86, P'09 '16
Michaela M. Seeger P'11
Richard J. Snyder Esq. '60, H'94,
P'93 '01
Xing-Yan Sun
Giuseppina Vinaccia '74

OVERSEER EMERITI
Bernard G. Berkman '52, P'79
William H. Cruickshank Jr. '49, H'99
Adelaide Van Winkle

GLOBAL ADVISORY BOARD
Steven I. Bandel P'16
Eduardo Barco '82
Brian M. Barefoot '66, H'09, P'01
Bettina S. Beckhoff Longinotti P'11 '14
Ettore V. Biagioni '80
Paloma Botin P'12
David D. Brillembourg '93
William Greg Burrill P'04 '04 '06,
'11 '11
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**ROGER WARD BABSON** (Roger Ward Babson (1919–1921) was a highly successful pioneer in the financial investment business. On September 3, 1919, he opened the Babson Institute with an enrollment of 27 students.

In 1921, Babson named George Coleman (1921–1935) as the second president. That same year, Babson was incorporated under the educational laws of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts as a not-for-profit institution.

In 1923, Babson acquired farmland in Wellesley Hills, established an endowment fund, and began to build a campus. By the end of that year, Mustard, Bryant, and Lyon (now Lukšić) Halls, and Knight Auditorium were completed. Two years later, the Babson Park Clubhouse and Coleman Hall were finished. To accommodate the rise in student enrollment, the Clubhouse was renamed Park Manor South, and the hotel rooms, originally designed for visiting businessmen, became residence rooms for Babson students.

With the appointment of Carl Smith (1935–1944), Babson was now led by its first professional educator. He reorganized the curriculum, adding liberal arts courses, and in 1943, Babson Institute received permission to confer both the bachelor of science and master of business administration degrees.

Following World War II, Babson, which had been used by the U.S. Navy for three years, reopened to record enrollments. New President Edward B. Hinckley (1946–1956) tightened admission standards and strengthened the academic content. By 1950, the Institute had received accreditation from the New England Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools.

Under Gordon Trim (1957–1961), an evening MBA program was developed and the first alumni fundraising effort was held to fund the construction of the dining hall that bears his name.

Henry Kriebel (1961–1974), the school’s sixth president, expanded the curriculum to four years, redefined its mission as a school of management, opened the doors to women, began a massive building program, created the School of Continuing Education, and changed the name from Babson Institute to Babson College. Kriebel’s administration laid the foundation for the next 20 years of development.

Babson’s seventh president, Ralph Z. Sorenson H’85 (1974–1981), also strengthened the curriculum. He created the Center for Entrepreneurial Studies in 1978, and Babson became the first college in the United States to offer entrepreneurship as a major. Horn Library was built,
the Babson Recreation Center (now the Boston Sports Club) was completed, and more student housing was added.

In 1981, William R. Dill H’91 (1981–1989) became the College’s eighth president. He placed a greater emphasis on a curriculum, faculty, and student body that focused on globalization. Many campus buildings were renovated and others added, including the Webster Center for physical education and recreation, to provide students with state-of-the-art facilities and services, thus enabling Babson to compete with the nation’s top business programs. It was during the Dill era that the Center for Executive Education (now the Babson Executive Conference Center) was added.

During the presidency of William F. Glavin H’99 (1989–1997), Babson moved from being a strong regional presence to an internationally respected school of business. Building on the College’s legacy of entrepreneurship, the idea of entrepreneurial leadership was woven into every aspect of the institution. Glavin believed that people at all stages of their careers could demonstrate entrepreneurial leadership and become well-rounded, analytical problem-solvers who seize opportunities and move boldly and creatively to take advantage of them.

In 1997, Leo I. Higdon Jr. H’07 (1997–2001) became the 10th president to lead Babson College. He strengthened Babson’s curriculum with a renewed emphasis on technology, practice-based learning, and entrepreneurship in a global context. A commitment to diversity and the arts brought about the opening of the Reynolds Campus Center, Richard W. Sorenson Center for the Arts, and the Glavin Family Chapel. Higdon also was instrumental in establishing the Center for Women’s Leadership at Babson College.

Brian M. Barefoot ’66, H’09, P’01 (2001–2008), Babson’s 11th president, was the first Babson alumnus to hold this position. During his presidency, Babson developed a long-term strategic and financial plan, expanded the College’s leadership in entrepreneurship, improved the quality of campus life, committed to new efforts in diversity, strengthened the alumni network, and partnered with leading global educational institutions.

Leonard A. Schlesinger H’14 (2008–2013), Babson’s 12th president, brought to the College extraordinary leadership experience in academia and industry. He formulated the conversations that led to the development of today’s strategy, starting with a community-wide discussion and decisions around Babson’s strategic direction. That work resulted in a strategy focused on Entrepreneurial Thought and Action® as the core of Babson’s distinctive expertise and culture; integrating social, environmental, economic responsibility, and sustainability into the core of the curriculum and educational experience; building a generation of leaders representing Entrepreneurship of
All Kinds™; and creating a Global Consortium of Entrepreneurship Education to disseminate Entrepreneurial Thought and Action to the world through a network of educators and institutions.

In 2013, Kerry Healey was named Babson’s 13th president and is the first woman to hold the position. Internationally recognized for her more than three decades of service in academia, government, and humanitarian work, she believes deeply in the transformational power of entrepreneurship to create opportunities for positive economic and social development everywhere. President Healey is expanding and enhancing Babson’s institutional profile as the recognized global leader in entrepreneurship education and is preparing to lead the College’s Centennial Campaign to accelerate Babson’s success into its second century of academic leadership, innovation, and excellence.

Babson is consistently ranked among the nation’s top management schools. The College has received international recognition for its innovative educational programs for undergraduate and graduate students and business professionals. With a distinguished reputation for entrepreneurial excellence, Babson teaches students to make and find opportunities, to innovate, and to develop creative problem-solving ability.

The key to Babson’s success are its people—students, faculty, administrators, alumni, governance members, and parents who share a passion for excellence and have helped the College grow.

**THE COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY** dates to medieval times. Through the centuries, the ceremony has been altered, but its purpose remains the same: to recognize those persons who have earned academic degrees and to honor the traditions and institutions of scholarship.

The term commencement is a translation of the Latin inceptio, the name given in the Middle Ages to the ceremony at which candidates were granted the master of arts degree and thereby licensed to begin teaching. Today, the original concept has been broadened to suggest that, at commencement, degree recipients are graduating from academic life and commencing their professional life.

The history of academic regalia stretches far back to the early days of the world’s oldest universities. A statute in 1321 required that all doctors, licentiates, and bachelors of the University of Coimbra (Portugal) wear gowns. In England, in the second half of the 14th century, the statutes of certain colleges forbade “excess in apparel” and prescribed wearing the long gown.
In 1895, American colleges and universities adopted a uniform system for academic regalia. Today, while the academic dress code, like the ceremony itself, has undergone several revisions, it remains essentially the same as when it was first adopted.

The gowns recommended for use by American colleges and universities have the following characteristics. The gown for the bachelor’s degree has pointed sleeves and is worn closed. The gown for the master’s degree has oblong sleeves open at the wrist like the bachelor’s and may be worn open or closed. Both bachelor’s and master’s robes are traditionally black. The doctoral gown, which also may be worn open or closed, has velvet panels draped around the neck and stitched down the front edges. Three horizontal velvet bars are sewn on the upper arm of the bell-shaped sleeves. This trim may be either black or the color distinctive of the faculty to which the degree refers. Many institutions have adopted distinctively colored doctoral robes using the official institutional colors.

Members of the governing body of a college or university, whatever their degrees, are entitled to wear doctoral gowns (with black velvet), but their hoods may be only those of degrees actually held by the wearers or those especially prescribed for them by the institution.

The hood is the most distinctive feature of the academic costume. The shape of the bachelor’s and master’s hoods is similar, but the length varies. The hood lining is the official color or colors of the institution. The Babson hood, for example, is forest green with a single white chevron. The hood is edged in velvet of two, three, or five inches in width for the bachelor’s, master’s, and doctoral degrees, respectively. The edging should be in a color distinctive of the subject to which the degree pertains. Among the most common trims are tan for business administration; white for arts, letters, and humanities; golden yellow for science; and light blue for education.

The traditional academic cap for all degrees is the mortarboard of black cloth with a flat, stiffened square top. Today, there is an option, particularly for those holding doctoral or terminal degrees, to wear a soft cap. These are of several designs and in many cases represent a particular college or university. The tassel, fastened to the middle point of the top of the cap, may be black or the color appropriate to the subject. Those holding doctorates may wear a tassel of gold thread. There is no general rule for the position of the tassel on a mortarboard. However, Babson and a number of colleges and universities have adopted the practice of requiring candidates for the bachelor’s degree to wear the tassel on the right front side before degrees are conferred and to shift it to the left after the degrees are awarded.
In today’s ceremony, some graduates are wearing cords, tassels, medallions, stoles, and cloths that represent specific designations. Below are those related to academic honors:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gold Cord</th>
<th>Valedictorian</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gold Tassel</td>
<td>Summa Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Tassel</td>
<td>Magna Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Tassel</td>
<td>Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gold Medallion</td>
<td>Honors Program</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The origin of the mace also dates to medieval times when it was first used as a weapon. Medieval European bishops, forbidden the use of the sword, were allowed to enter battle with a mace, often an iron or steel club designed to split armor. By the 16th century, the mace, a symbol of authority, was embraced as a ceremonial object by colleges and universities. Traditionally, the mace is carried on formal academic occasions by the most senior faculty member, often referred to as the “chief” or “grand” marshal of the institution.

The mace of Babson College was designed and crafted by Chas. Thomae & Son, silversmiths, and has been one of the symbols of the authority of the College for many years. Today, it is carried by the chief marshal of Babson College.

Today’s Commencement also features flags of the world. These flags represent the homelands of the Babson undergraduate and graduate students. With students from more than 80 countries, and faculty members involved in research, training, and development around the world, Babson’s international presence is evident and we are proud to honor it with this display.